
Length vacillation -zy-II-iy- and related phenomena in Vedic* 

Leonid Kulikov, Leiden 

The present paper deals with length vacillations, i.e, secondary shortenings and 
lengthenings, in a number of Vedic formations, most of which have been disregarded by 
Sanskritists thus far. It will be argued that these phenomena can be accounted for in 
terms of two tendencies. 

1. -{y-II-iy- in -ya-presents 

To begin with, I will discuss the length vacillation m the stems of the -ya-
presents -y6-passives and class IV presents) of the type le 

1.1. The secondary shortenings: -{y- -. -iy-

As is well-known, the shOlt root vowels i and It are lengthened before the class 
IV present and passive sut1lx -ya- (cf. Pilt:l. 7.4.25), cf. k~i 'perish' - k~'(vate / k~'fy6[e. mi 
'fix, set up' - pass, mZva-1e

, sri 'lay on, fix on' - pass, le etc. However, alongside 
the regular long vowel stems we find the shOlt vowel variants, This vacillation is 
particularly frequent for the passive _.~rlya_le The short root vowel stem only 
mentioned in passing by some Sanskritists (AUFRECHT, WHITNEY, BOHTLlNGK. 
GARBE, CALAND, BLOOMFIELD & EDGERTON, GOTO)! as an (abnormal) variant of the 
regular turns out to be almost as common as the regular stem Below I 
give a synopsis of forms attested in the middle and late Vedic texts. i,e, in the 
Brahmal;1as, Aral!yakas and SUtras: 

* I am grateful to A, LUBOTSKY, N, NICHOLAS, Th, OBERLlES, M, DE VAAN and p, KAI,UO for their 
comments on the earlier drafts of this paper. I also would like to take this opportunity to express my 
thanks to the audience of the XI. Fachtagung der Indogermanischen GeseIlschaft in Halle!S, 
(September 2000). particularly to Th, KRISCH and W, WINTER for their remarks, 
-.~riyete (AB 1.29.21) is mentioned in cd, AUFRECHT, p, 431 as abnormal. LiEBICH (1891: 23f., 27) 
also draws attention to this "un-Paninian" torm (in accordance with Pihl. 7.4,25 we expect *-srlve/e) 
and qualifies pari-.sriyete as "eine fast in der ganzen ind. Literatur vereinzelt stehende Anomalie", 
probably representing (together with AB 4,19,2 pra-vliyeran, for which see below) a peculiarity of the 
Aitareya-Brahmal!a (ibid,: 27), BOHTLlNGh: (1900: 414) conjectures --sr'iye/e, uc-chr(vamal1a- (ApSS 
9,11,26) is mentioned in ed, GARBE (B.lnd. 92, vo!. 1Il, Preface, p, viii) as "prakritical shortening" and 
emended in CALAND's translation (1924: 96) to , See also WHITNEY 1885 [Roots]: 179: 
BLOOMFIELD & EDCiERTON 1932 [Ved, Var. Ill: 257, §536; GOTO 1987: 314, fn, 754, 
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with f with i 

adhi-sr~vamtl/:lG- KSP 6.3 :52.3 

GB 1.3.12:78,]3 

HirSS 15,2,7 

adhi-sriyeta KathA" 3,233:94,24-25 

adhi-srzvamiitw- VaikhSS 20.11 :305.7 

APrayas, 4.3 

uc-chriyate uc-chriyante BaudhGS 3,5,7 

uc-chrlyumiina-

SB 3.7.2,8 

SB 3,7,1.13 

AB 2,2,6 

uc-chriyama(w- A.pSS 9,11,26 

VaikhSS 20.24:312.17 

DrahySS 2.4.1, 3 ~ 
La!ySS \.8.1,3 

pari-sr(vete AB 1.29.21 

SSS 5,15.3 

KausS 43,8 

VaitS 10,8 

pari srlyasva VS 37.13 

SB 14.1.3,26= 

pari-srlyam[ma- SSS 5.13.7 

both variants (i) 

adhi-sr'tyamiil)a- GB 1.3.11 :77.5 (adhi-sr~vamiil}a-, v.!. °sriyaO) 

uc-chr~vate 

uc-chr'tyamaIJa-

A.pSS 9,5.8 (ed. GARBE adhi-srfyamana-, ed, SASTR! 

adhi-sr7yamiiIJa- in the text, adhi-sriyamal}a- in the comll1,) 

18 3.62:13 (ucchriyate, v.!. u,Schrfyate) 

KB 10.2 (ed. A.nSS, ed, SARMA [10.3.2] ucchriyamiina-, 

ed. SARMA (v.l.) °chrayaO, ed. LI'IDNER °chriyaO) 

ManSS 2,2.3.14 ("chriyao, v.1. °chrivd', °ehayaO) 

A.sGS 2.8.16 (ed, STE?\ZLER. ed, SASTRI [2.8.19] 

ucehrlyamaIJa-, ed. VIDY ARAn:AlVEDANTAVAGTSA. 

ed, A.nSS. ed. SHARMA, ed. AITHAL °chriyaO) 

In my view, the evidence [or the short root vowel variant is too strong (almost 
half of the total amount of occurrences - at least in variant readings) to explain away 
forms with the short vowel as mere scribal errors. Obviously, we are confronted with the 
inadequacy of grammatical prescriptions (resp. descriptions) with regard to the linguistic 
evidence. 
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The stem -sriya- might be accounted for as emerging under the influence of the 
va··on~sents built on roots, such as mriya-1e 'die', hriyci-'e 'be brought', etc.2 Given 
the phonological similarity of the -ya-stems built on err and Cr roots (Crfya- I Criya-), 
one might expect that these two morphological types would mutually influence each 
other and could be partly confused. Thus, we find the irregular Cr(va- stems built on Cr 
roots (e.g. dhrlyate and hrlyate from dhr and hr; for details, see below, Section 1.:2), 
particularly, from the late Vedie period onwards. In other words, forms derived from the 
stem -sriya- could be regarded as built on the secondary root variant .(r There are indeed 
some rare forms which can only be derived from s[,3 but they are clearly late and 
isolated. 

Besides the stem -srrya-, the length vacillation occurs in two more stems with 
similar phonological structures (CRrya-), namely in AB 4.19.2 pra-vliyeran (-JvlT 
'collapse')4 and in the present prlya-1e (-Jpr! 'please') - mostly in imperative forms 
priyatam and priyantam 'let him/them be pleased', attested in a few late mantras5 

(alongside the expected prZvatam and pr~yantam).6 Obviously, the short root vowel in 
-vliyeran cannot be (directly) explained by the influence of the type mriydte I hriyale. 
Furthermore, assuming that the shortening of I in Crlya- (and lengthening of i in 
mriyate / hriyate) is merely due to the confusion of these two morphological types, one 
might expect a random character for the length vacillation. This is not the case, 
however. As it turns out, there are two conditions which are relevant for the vowel 
length: 

(i) We find short vowel variants before the long suffix vowel. In particulaL two 
of the forms built on the stem -.friya- have the vowel e in the suffix (adhi-sriye/a KathA, 

2 For this morphological type and its genesis, see KULlKOV 1997. 
3 er. the absolutive (instead of the correct + adhisritya) in KausS 2.31 vilfnaplifam aIvw," 

or/,Ttv.i1dl,i.<y·tvn ... 'having taken some melted clarified butter [and then] having put it [on the fire] 
part.pf.pass. ucchrta- attested in VaitS 10.10 as a variant reading (in one ms.; another ms. [Cl has the 
correct reading ucchrita-; see ed. GARBE, crit.app., p. 64). 

4 The form is mentioned by WHITNEY (1885 [Roots]: 168) and L1EBICH (1891: 27). 
5 In particular, in the following mantras: 

(SGS 4.4.12 = BaudhGS 1.1.24 = BharGS 3.16:85.5 = VaikhGS 6.2:90.21-91- VaikhSS 1.4:5.13-
14 -1GS 1.6:6.18 - AgnivGS 2.3.2:56.9) 
niindfmukhii(1 pitarah ny""",tii,,,, 
'Let the fathers, with joyful faces [a particular class of ancestors], be pleased' (the short vowel variant 
is attested in four Taittiriya SUtras: VaikhSS, VaikhGS, BaudhGS, BharGS); 
(VaikhGS 1.6:7.16 - AgnivGS 2.3.4:58.1) 
prajiipati(1 prryatiim 
'Let Prajapati be pleased' 
(as in the preceding example, the long vowel variant is attested in the AgnivGS. in contrast to other 
SUtras of the Taittiriya school- an editorial conjecture ofthe non-critical edition by RA VI VARMA')): 
(ManSS 11.9.2.5) 
pr~vantiiln pilara~; pr~vanlii]!, pitiimaha(l; priyantiim prapitiimahii~ 
'Let the fathers be pleased; let the grandfathers be pleased; \et the great-grandfathers be pleased' 
(the mss. have short vowels in all the three occurrences, which ed. VAl\ GELDER emends to "pr~vO). 

6 In addition, one might mention BaudhSS 23.8: 161.16 (mss.) abhyunniran, abhyupanTrao (0nT 'lead'). 
which may represent -abhyunniyeran or +abhyupaniyeran; ed. CALA'JD reads 'abhyunniyeran. 
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pari-sriyete AB); the only attestation of the stem variant -vliy[a]- (pra-vliyeran AB) 
displays the same feature. On the other hand, we find not a single form with following e 
or ij among the occurrences of the regular long vowel stem -srzy(d]-. 

(ii) All the short root vowel forms (except for the late priyanrtim) are 
compounds with preverbs. While the passive -sriya-1e does not oecur without preverbs 
(at least in Vedie prose; see KULlKOV 2001: 202ff.), the present vl~\!a-,e, well-attested as 
a simplex in Vedic prose, never displays the short vowel variant in simplicia. 

1.2. The secondary lengthenings: -iy- - -~.-

Indirect evidence for the significance of these two parameters is furnished by the 
cases of the secondary lengthening in the -ya-stems built on Cr roots, such as kr 'make', 
dhr 'stay', bhr 'carry', vrl 'choose', hi 'bring'. Below I give a list of such forms 
(which by no means claims to be exhaustive): 

Iq' 

dill' 

[bhr] 

bhr 

krfyamii,!a-

dhrlyate 

dhrfyamiina-

bhrfyamii'!a-

AYP 19.3.1 (Kashm.) 

GB 1.l.2:2.6 (v. I. [mss. A, Bl) 

GB 1.2.20:56.3 (v.l., also dhriyamiJ'!G-; recte bhriywlI(/na-) 

AYP 4.14.7 (Kashm., Or., v.1. [ms. ya.]) (ed. BHATTACHARYA 
bhriyamii(w-) 

Vf (vf) pra-vrfyamii,!e GB \.5.21: 134.4 (v. I.), BaudhSS 3.18:89.14 (v.1. [ms. Bl) 

A YS 12.5.29 (v.l.; other v.lt. hrYo, hiyO) 

hrlyamiina- KB 9.5, ed. 1\nSS, ed. BHATTACHARYA (ed. LINDNER. ed. SARMA 
[9,5.17] hriyaO); 

GB 1.2,9:41.13 (all mss. in ed. GAASTRA: ed. MITRA [1.2,8] also 
v.1. hfyaO), 1.3.11 :77.5 (v. I.), 1.3.11 :77.11 (v.I.), 1.3,12:78,13 
(v,I.), 1.3.12:79.4 (v.l.) [consistently in mss, A, and E.]: 

KausS 71.12; 

DrahySS 14,3,15 (hriyamiil}ayiim, v,l!. saT[lhrlyaO, sa/nbhriVuO). 
15.1.13 (v. I.) 

hrfyamiina-, abhi-hrfyo APrayasc. 3.2 (v.I.) 

ii-hrfyama'!a- ManSS 7.2.7.21, JSS 1.24.14 [ed. GAASTRA 23:30.4] (v,1 [1115 B2]) 7 

ud-dhrfyamii(w- AYS 12.5.34 (v,I.) 

ud-dhrzyamiina- JSS 1.23.7 [ed. GAASTRA22:28.5] (v.1. [mss. 82, 83, Ba]) 

udhrfyamiina- BharSS 6.7.62
' (v.l., also udhriyamii,!a-, reete ud-dhriyal1liina-) 

7 I would like to take this opportunity to thank A. PARPOLA for providing me with a preliminary version 
of his edition of JSS (voL I). 
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upa-hriyiunlilla- AVS 12.5.35 (v.L, also hiyO) 

pari-hriyamliJ;la- VaitS 16.1 (in all mss., ed. GARBE emends to -OhriyOj 

prati-hriyamiil)a- JSS 1.18.25 [ed. GAASTRA 17:22.3J (v.L [ms. 82J8) 

Most importantly, in contrast to the forms with the secondary short root vowel. 
the above list contains a number of simplex forms and no form with a long sui1ix vowel 
(e, a). 

Even more instructive is the 'negative' evidence provided by the GB: some mss. 
(above all, A and B in ed. GAASTRA'S critical apparatus) consistently substitute f for i in 
hriya- and dhriya- (see above), but all mss. unanimously read dhriyeta (not **dhriyera) 

at 1.1.34:27.9. 

To swn up, there are two independent parameters which preclude the 
lengthening of the root vowel i before the sui1ix -ya-: the vowel length of the following 
syllable and the presence of a preverb. It turns out that the scope of these two conditions 
is not limited to the -ya-presents. Below I will discuss further evidence for these 
phenomcna. 

2. Shortening after preverbs {lengthening in the simplex before -y-

While the influence of the length of the following vowel has never been noticed 
by grammarians, the shortening of the root vowel after preverbs before some suffixes 
beginning with -y- (in particular, in -ya-passives, absolutives, precatives) is prescribed 
by PiiJ?ini (7.4.23-24) for two roots with vocalic anlaut; see WACKERNAGELlDEBRUNNER 
1896 [AiG I]: 92; DEBRUNNER 1957 [Nachtr. zu AiG I]: 54; RENOU 1930: 70, §63e: 
NARTEN 1982: 131 [= Kl. Schr. 1,257]. PiiJ?ini's siUra 7.4.23 requires the shortening of 
the long it in some derivatives of the root ah 'shift. transpone' (attested, for instance, in 
the passive vy-uhya-

,e 
MS, SB).9 The next sutra precludes the lengthening of i in the 

root present optatives of i 'go' (prescribed by PaJ?. 7.4.25 for the simplex: [ya! etc.). The 
actual state of affairs is somewhat more complicated, however: we find indeed only the 
short vowel after preverbs lO in Vedic texts I 1 but both variants in the simplex Opt '(YII/' / 

-iyur ete.).12 

8 Apud ed. PARPOLA, not recorded in ed. GAASTRA. 
9 For this passive and its confusion with the passive ofthe etymologically related root vah 'carry' in late 

texts, see KULlKOV 2001: 181 ff. 
to Cf. even the irregular short i in pariya[t) in mss. (against the sandhi -i - i- -+ I), recorded by CALAND 

(1904: 200 [= Kt. Schr .. 161], with fn. 6), for which he emends +par~)'a[tl. 
11 But cf. -~vat (built on the secondary root I; see OBERLlES 2003: 139. 208f.. 392f.) in the Mbh. I would 

like to thank Th. OBERLlES for having drawn my attention to this Epic form. 
12 See RENOU 1930: 65 and his 1960's Addenda ad loc.; DEBRUNKER 1957 [Nachtr. zu AiG 11: 28 (with 

bibl.); for the full evidence, see GOTO 1990: 994f., with fn. 35. 
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Incidentally, this rule might also explain the fact that _.M'yit_
,e 

is more frequently 
attested with the short root vowel than other -ya-presents of the same structure (C(RFwi
): as said above, this passive is employed only with preverbs, so that there may have 
been a weak tendency to generalize the short root vowel irrespectively of the length of 
the suffix vowel. 

3. -~V-/-iY- vacillation in nominal stems 

3.1. Derivatives of pT] (Pij') 

The tendency outlined above (-iy- before long vowels. -Ty- before short vowels) 
nicely accounts for the vowel length in the four nominal derivatives of the root pT; (PTy) 
'blame, scorn' (pres. p(ya-I

), which otherwise can hardly be explained: 

pfylt- 'scornful' RV 1.174.8 = 2.19.7 (also in deva-pfyu- A V, VS, SB); 

ptyaka- id. AV 16.6.8; 

pTyafml- id. RV 8.2.15;13 

piyttru- id. RV, AV.14 

3.2. Nominal stems in °CRfya-

There is a class of nominal (adjectival) stems where the ili-vacillation is 
particularly common and, at first glance, totally random. Thcse are a few stems with the 
suffix (-ya-), 15 most of which are listed and briefly discussed by 
WACKERNAGELIDEBRUNNER (1954 [AiG II12]: 441f., §268d); according to 
W ACKERNAGELlDEBRUNNER, the long vowel variants are recent and secondary: 

itgriya- / ligr~va- 'chief, foremost'; 

aponaptriya- ! aponaptr(va- and apaf!znaptriya- I apalJmaptrfya- 'relating to the 
grandson of the waters Agni)'; 

asviya- / asvZva- 'relating to horses' (ef. also RV 4.17.11 asviyd (neutr.pL) 
'troops of horses'); 

ptitriya- / 
yajrlapiitrfya- ; 

'relating to I suitable for a (sacrificial) vessel'. also 111 

13 DEBRL:NNER (1954 [AiG 1Ii2]: 170, §73), and subsequently HOFFMANN (1957 [=Aufs. 2,411]), 

consider piyalnu- as a -mi-derivative based on the participle Cnach dem Muster von 
·tiitig"'). 

14 See DEBRUNNER 1954 [AiG 11/2]: 288, § 177a. 
15 Along with the short and long vowel variants, some of these stems are also attested with the 

monosyllabic variant of the suffix, i.e. -ya- (-ya-): stollya- etc. For the (partly related) problems oflhe 
representation of the early Vedic group Cuv (Ciy) in later texts and the middle/late Vedic anaptyxis of 
the type sathya .. -+ see, in particular, WlTZEL 1989: 173ff. 
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purriya- / putr~va- 'relating to a son', also in apulriya- 'relating to the absence of 
sons' ; 

mahendriya- I mahendrfya- 'relating I belonging to the Indra'; 

yajn(va- / yajPfiya- 'worthy of sacrifice', also in yajnayajFifya- I yajnayajnfya-, 
the name of the last laud (stotra) of the evening Soma pressing, ayajPi(ya- 'not fit for 
sacrifice, profane'; 

ra~!rrya- / ra~!rtya- 'relating to a kingdom', also in anyariis!rtva- 'belonging to 
another kingdom'; 

°rudrfya-I °rudrOla- (in salarudrfya- I satarudrfya-, a particular oblation to 
Rudra and the corresponding litany, lit. 'relating to hundred Rudras'); 

sat(tJriya- / sat(t)rfya- 'relating to the sattra sacrifice'; 

sahasriya- i sahasrfya- '(giving) thousandfold'; 

stotr(va- I stotrfya- 'relating to a stotra'; stotr0Jii- (fem,), a stotra verse, also in 
astotrrya- 'not having stotra verse" asvastotrfya- 'not having its own stotra verse', 
ukthyastotrrya- 'the verse of the uktha-stotra', Pu!hastotrrya- (var. 'relating to 
pr~!hastotra (a particular form of singing in the Soma ritual),; 

°hotriya-I °hotrfya- (in ciiturhotrrya- 'attended by four chief priests'). 

First let it be noted that in all of these stems the length vacillation occurs in the 
same phonological context as in the passive i.e. after a consonant + sonant 
(mostly r) before -y[ a]- - which can hardly be accidental. 

Apparently, in most cases, the paradigmatic pressure has levelled the vowel 
length, so that we find no traces of the vacillation within one text. Thus, for instance, the 
Briilimal,1as and SUtras of the Rgveda (AB, KB, AsSS, SSS, SGS) and Atharvaveda (GB, 
VaitS), as well as the texts of the White Yajurveda (VS, SB, KatySS) have generalized 
stotriya-. On the contrary, the texts of the Taittirlya school (TS, TB, ApSS, BaudhSS, 
VaikhSS) and the PB (with the corresponding Srauta-Siltras: LatySS and DrahySS) 
attest the long vowel stem stofrOla-. Of the two closely related Srauta-Siltras of the 
Samaveda, Latyayana and Drahyayalfa, the former has yajniya- and ayaji'iiya- (e.g. at 
2.6.1,3.12.2,4.11.6), while the latter has introduced the long vowel: and 
ayajn~va- (5.2.1, 10.4.2, 12.3.3 etc.; ayajiifya- also occurs in DrahyGS 1.1.25); see 
RENOU 1947: 104. For the sake of convenience, I summarize the distribution of the 
attested variants in Vedic texts / schools in the below table: 
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stems -iy- -Ty- -IY-

agrt'ya- TS lTI 4.5.5:2; MS'" 2.9.5: 124.13 16, 
TB, PB, SB; 2.7.13:94.18 17; 
BaudhSS, BaudhGS, 
VaikhSS. KausS 

PaD 4.4.117 

aponaptrlya- JB; KatySS, SSS TS. MS; AB. PB; KB SARMA 
AsS~, ApSS, B,audhSS, 12.4.16] 
Man~S, DrahySS, Pal~. 4.2.27-28 
La~ySS, VaitS 

~tri)/a- KS pal,l. 4.2.27-28 

I a.~vt'ya- TS 2.2.12.8 Pal,l.4.2.48 

piitrt'ya- TS; Pal,l. 5.1.68 MSI9; 5B20 

putr(ya- VadhS, Ka~hGS. SGS .4021 SVB 2.8.122 

mahendrfya- KS, KpS Pan. 4.2.2923 

.""'.:.; RV, TS, MS24, KS; DrahySS, DriihyGS25 KpS26;JB yaj1llya-
most Br. and Su. 

,,..,.::::; 
MS27, KpS; SB, TB; KS; AB, PB, JB, AA, KB29; SSS30; yajlifiyajmya-
Tait!irTya SrS~.: ApSS, SVB; ChU28; AsSS, 8audhSS 10.15: 4.173 !. 
HirS~, VaikhSS; Lii!ySS, DrahySS, MiinSS 1.5,4,1 
KatySS, Kau~GS Ka~hGS 

rfiWfya- IPal,l.4.2.93 5833. ManSS 5.1.7.48 MS34.KS35 

16 MSm cigrTyilya (Pp. cigr(vilya) - TS'" 4.5.5.2 cigriyiiya - VS 1630 cigrayiiya, 
17 agr'iyam, v,!. °iyam. 
18 Ed. LINDNER, ed. AnSS aponaptriyasya, ed. SARMA o/yasya. 
19 MS 3.8.5: 101.14 pc7triya(l; 4.5.5:70.12 pDlriya(l, v.!. °Tya(t; 4,5,9:77.16 yajFiapiitrfyah 
20 SBM 2.2.4.10 yajFiapiltrfyo - SBK 1.2.4.7 °triya- (thus ed. SWAMtNATHAN), v.!. °trYCI- (thus in ed, 

CALAND); see cd, CALA:-lD, Preface, p. 50. 
21 AIsoputrya-. 
22 Ed. BURJ'lELL putrTyiilliim, ed. SHARMA and comm, °iyil~li:iI!,. 
23 Also milhendra-. 
24 But MS 1.6.4:93.2 [alJ;ajniy6, v.L °fyo, [ms. M2]. 
25 DrahyGS 1.1.25 ayajilfyall1. 
26 The °i)l-stem occurs from Chapter 39 onwards; see below. 
27 Blit MS 1.6.7:98.10 yajfiiiyajii(yam, v,!. °6'am [ms. M2]. 
28 ChU 2.19,1, 2yajFiilyajl1~)lGm. 
29 KB 16,7, ed. LNDNER, ed. AnSSyajnilyajFiTyasya, ed. SAR'vIA [16.7.21] °iyasya. 
30 Variant readings in I11SS. (ed, HILLEBRANDT consistently -1),-), e.g. in "'6.3,8,8,6.1 yajFiiiyaji1/yam. v.1. 

°iyam; 8.6.5 yajfiliyajFi~vasya, v.1. °iyasya; etc,; see ed, HILLEB~"'NDT, crit.app., p. 251,254 etc, 
31 yajfiiiyajiliyam, v.1. 
32 yaji1liyajFifyena (thus in ed.), v.1. °iyena. 
33 SBM 53.4.9 - SBK 7.2,2.7 anyariiw6)o. 
34 MS 3.3.7:40,7 rii~[riyam; 2,1.12:13.18,14.4 rflSlrlV'{]Il. 

35 KS 37.ll:91.16ril:\·trfya!1, v.1. "fya!l; 37.11:92.5 rn.'lYl\iw). 
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stems -iy- -Iy- -ty-

°rudrfya- YV except TaittirTy~:36 TaittirTya: TS; ApSS, TB; 
MS, KS, KpS, VS; SB, BaudhSS, VaikhSS, VisnuSmr. 56,21 
Kath-Samk.; ManSS, HirSS Ka'i~afyaC 2,538, 
Va~SS. KatySS, BaudhPS, Varttika 2 on Pan. 4.2.28 
VasDhS 

sattrrva- KS, KpS; AB, TB, TA, ApSS 14.7.22 HirSS 
PB, JB; BaudhSS, 9,8.4640 

AgnivGS39 

sahasr(ya- RV, AVP 1.39.241 , TS, MS!l1 42 

KS, KpS, VS; TB, SB; 
Pal), 4.4.135 

stotr(ya- RV school: AB, KB; TaittirTya: TS, TB; JB 
AsSS, SSS, SGS; ApSS, .BaudhSS, 
AV school: GB, VaitS; VaikhSS; 

Whit';' YV: VS, SB, PB43; LatySS, 
KatySS DrahySS, NidanaS44 

°hotdya- TA 1.22.1 1.26.2 AgnivGS, BaudhGS 

Apparently, the treatment of the sequence -CRfy- is not quite consistent for some texts 
of the first two groups (-iy-, -lY-), Thus, the MS (together with the corresponding Srauta
Sutra, ManSS) usually has the long suffix vowel in aponaptrrya-, rtis!rrya- and 
sahasrtya-, while the TaittirIya school has agriya- and sahasriya-45 (but aponaptrfya-). 
However, for °rudrl'ya- the distribution is the opposite (MS °rudriya-, TS orudrU!Q-), and 
in stotrrya- the Taittirlya school has generalized the long vowel as well. Some texts of 
the third group (-fy-) indiscriminately use two or even three variants, sometimes with 
variant readings in the different manuscripts; for instance, the .TB has srotriya-. srorrya
and stotrlyti-.46 The MS almost exclusively has the short vowel in (a)yaji'dya- and 
yajntiyajiiiya-, but one of the mss., SCHROEDER'S M2, which reaches only up to Chapter 

36 But BaudhPS _i'y_. 

37 °rudrivam in both eds. (ed. JOLLY, ed. KRISHNAMACHARYA), v.1. (in ed, KRISHNAMACHARYA) 
, 0 rudrlyam. _ 
,,8 Ed. "108 Up." -iy-, cd. AnSS 29 ("32 Up.") -IY-, v.1. -iy-. 
39 Both the geminate (sattriya-) and non-geminate (satriya-) variants are well-attested. The distribution is 

roughly as follows: -ttriy- occurs in the KS and KpS; -trzv- appears in the AB, TB, TA. PB, 1B: 
BaudhSS 10.25:24.8 has satlriyo, with v.1. salriyo. 

40 ApSS sa/lrfy[a] HirSS satrly[a]. 
41 Or. mss. sahasrya-. 
42 MSm 2.12.4:147,]3 sahasrtyo, v.1. OJ)'o (thus also Pp.) TSm 4.7.13.4, KSm 18.18:278.14, KpS" 

29,6: 134.4, VS 15.52 sahasriyo. 
43 But with the short root vowel in slotr~vai1uriipa- (see below). 
44 In "kf;'nm~tnIYi",o_ 
45 See BLOO)"lFIELD & EDGERTON 1932 [Ved. Var. IlJ: 258, §54I. 
46 er. e.g. JB 2,11:9 slotriya, v.1. stotrfyyii, stOllyii, 2.238:6 stofryiis, v.1. stotriyas, 2.300:4 stolrivah, v.1. 

s{otrfya, 2.321:4 stotryiih, v.!. s{olrlya. 
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1.8.9, clearly prefers as noticed already by SCHROEDER in his edition (vol. L 
Einleitung, p. xxv). In the KpS both (a)yajFiiya- and (a)yaji11ya- are well-attested, but the 
distribution of the variants in the text is not totally random. The short vowel variant 
occurs in the first half of the text: 1.16:12.14, 6.5:63.7 (O-iyii), 1.17:13.7 
7.5:76.2 (O-iyiis), 28.1:121.22x C-iyii[~], O-iyiiniim). From Chapter 39 onwards, the long 
vowel variant becomes more frequent47 which may point to the work of a different 
copyist (er. also the irregular 3pL ending -U1J1S (instead of -an) before 1-, which appears 
in sections 37.8-44.9; see ed. RAGHU VIRA, Introduction, p. 5f). The -i-variant is 
consistently employed in Chapters 39 and 40 (and sporadically appears in some other 
Chapters: 39.1:213.2, 39.3:214.18 and 39.4:215.23 ayajifiyam, 39.2:213.8 
39.4:216.12 yajiifya?l, 39.4:216.13 yajffiyas, 40.1:220.1, 40.2:223.11. 47.6:289.5 

the -iy-variant re-appears from Chapter 41 onwards (41.6:242.11 yajFiiyo, 

41.6:242.15,47.9:293.2 yajFiiyam, 47.8:291.21 ayajPdyiim, 47.8:292.15 yajiliyam). 

There are, however, a few cases which are of particular interest for our 
discussion where we are probably confronted with a non-random distribution of the 
variants: 

(i) The stem yajFilya- occurs in ed. RAGHLi V1RA/LoKESH CHANDRA with both 
short and, more rarely, long vowels, cr. JB 2.63:2 yajFiryam ~ JB 2.245:5 yajiliyam. 
m3.38:12 yaj/1iyam (thus in ed.). In generaL the text seems to have generalized the 
variant yajFiiya-, whilst yajii'iya- is found only in bad mss. (G. EHLERS, p.c.).48 Yet. 
taking the full mss. evidence into account, we can formulate the following (weak) 
regularity with respect to the distribution of i and 7: we find i before long vowels, 
whereas both i and f may appear before short vowels. The full evidence is given below: 

yajiliyii 

i before long vowels 

18 1.245:6 = 1.246:5 

1.246:8 

yajniyam 18 1.256:] 

47 Ed. RAGHU VIRA emends everywhere to +-1):-. 

i (l) before short vowels 

yajiiiyam 2.63:2 (thUS mss., ed. cl') 

yajnfyam 2.245:5 (ed. on 
2.401 :5-6 er in ms. Ka; ed. 

"'3.38: 12 in mss. Ka, Ga Bur; 
other mss, °1°)49 

yajiliyasya 1.164:9 = 3.30]:8 

yajnryasya 3.301:8 (ed. °F) 

3.303:15 (°F in ms. Bur and cd.) 

48 I would like to take this opportunity to thank G. EHLERS for providing me with a preliminary version 
of A. MURAKAWA'S edition of the Gavamayana-Section of the JB (2.1-50. 2.371-442) and for 
discussing with me the JB evidence. 

49 This occurrence appears in the repetition of RV 1.6.4c = SV 2.201c [= 2.2.2,7.2c] dcidhlil/() ndmu 
yajiiiyam 'having made for themselves a name worthy of sacrifice'. 
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(ii) More scant is the evidence in the case of the three attestations of the 
compound satarudriya- in the TB. The distribution of the short and long vowel variants 
follows our rule: §atarudr~viil!iim (3.6.11.2), satarudrfyam (3.11.1 0.3), satarudr(vasya 

(3.11.9.1). However, while satarudrfya- (3.11.10.3, 3.11.9.1) exhibits the standard 
meaning of this ritual term (a particular oblation to Rudra and the corresponding litany). 
the context of the only attestation of the -iy-stem (ghGstiiYfl ln7nam ., . . satarudriyii~liim) is 
obscure. Du MONT (1962: 259) hesitatingly translates the passage as 'Let them both now 
eat of these [offerings] ... as strong as one hundred Rudras' (with a question mark. cf. 
also fn. 61); in any case, in the TB, the meaning of .satarudriyii- seems to be different 
from that of .satarudrfya-. It cannot be ruled out that the redactors of this text 
distinguished the two meanings of this word depending on the sutIix vowel length. 

(iii) The PB has generalized the long vowel in stotrfya- (cf. 14.1.7 stotrZva/:z. 
5.6.4 stotr~vii (4x) etc.), probably on the model of the forms with the short vowel after
(v-. However, in the compound s/otriyiinuriipa-, a technical term denoting a particular 
verse and the corresponding reply (PB 11.6.6 etc.), where iy is always followed by a 
long vowel, the short i could be due to the long vowel of the next syllable. 

4. Some related phenomena in -ya-presents before long suffix vowels 

Below I will briefly discuss a few irregularities attested in the stems of the 
-ya-presents which do not belong to the type CR'tya- but seem to have also been 

by the length of the suffix vowel. 

4.1. Irregular duals and subjunctives; indicatives for subjunctives 

4.1.1. tujete for *tujyete (RV) 

Alongside two oecurrences of the passive tLrjy6}e 'be terrified, put to panic flight 
[by Indra)' (both in malf<;iala I of the RV), we find in preeisely the same usage (see 
RENOU 1958: 64f.; KULlKOV 2001: 82) the dual form fujete, ct'. (1): 

(1) (RV 1.61.l4ab) 

asyid u bhiy/i girayas ca dr!lu7 ' dvi'ivci ca bhifmcijaml?as tujele 

'Because of the fear of his Indra's) birth, both firm mountains and heaven 
and earth are set to panic motion.' 

From the formal point of view, this form could only be a class VI present. However, the 
passive usage is extremely unusual for class VI presents and, furthermore. the present 
tuja_li is unattested with middle inflexion elsewhere. In my view, the form can be 
explained phonologically, as a replacement of the original *tujyete, The loss of y (and 
thus the lightening of the root syllable) before e may betray the same tendency, i.e, to 
"lighten" the root syllable before long vowels. 
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4.1.2. -si~iltai for *-si~yiltai (A V) 

The same explanation is appropriate for the abnormal subjunctive ucchi~'atai in 
(2): 

(2) (A VS 2.31 .3cd) 

si;S!dn asi~!an ni tirami vacd ' ydtha krimft.!i1'!l nilkir ucchi~i1tai 

'Those [worms], left [or] not left [i.e. remaining 
spell, that no one of the worms be left.' (WHITNEY) 

I draw down by my 

The fOfm °si~i1tai is morphologically impossible. since neither class VI presents nor 
thematic aorists are derived from this root (note also the impossible root accentuation); 
besides, middle sUbjunctives of thematic aorists are practically unknown in Vedic. In 
accordance with the intransitive syntax of the pada, one might expect a -ya-present; 
WHITNEY (1905: I, 74) conjectured + ucchj~ydtai.50 Again, the loss of y may be due to 
the long suffix vowel. 

4.1.3. Irregular forms in Vedic prose 

Forms with the secondary loss of y before the long suffix vowel in the 
subjunctive are found in the KS and KpS, too. Most instructive is the following YVic 
passage, to which SCHROEDER (1896: 6) has drawn attention: 

(3) (KS 27.3:141.20-142.1, 4-5 KpS 42.3:250.5-6, 10-11 ~ TS 6.4.7.1-2) 

{ 

[TS] grhyanta } 

viiryCl/!l vt'.wi madagrii eva graha [KS] gl:i'ilntil 

[KpS] grhyantii 

iti. 

tasmiid viiyvagrii graha grhyante < ... > 

{ 

[TS] ucyiintii } 

viirya'il v!'(wi maddevatyany eva piitrii{ly [KS] ucyantil 

[KpS] ucyantil51 

iti 

, "I will choose the wealth; verily, [your] cups will be drawn starting with mine". 
Therefore the cups are drawn starting with those for Vayu. "1 will choose 
the wealth; verily, [your] cups will be called having me as their deity".' 

The forms shown in the bold case (grhanta, grhyantii, ucyanta) are ungrammatical; 
SCHROEDER emends to +grhyantii iti and + ucyiinta iti for the KS. Apparently, in the case 
of subj. + grhyiinta, the KS and KpS have followed two distinct (and, in a sense, 

50 For the accentuation of this form, see KUUKOV 1998; 200 I: 325, 533-537, 554. 
51 According to SCHROEDER (1896: 6), the KpS ms. reads ... palrany uCCGI!llama iti; ed RAGHC VIRA 

does not mention this reading in his cri!. app. 
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symmetrical) ways to solve the prosodic conflict between the long (closed) root syllable 
and long suffix vowel: the Kathaka "lightens" the root syllable by dropping the y, the 
KpS shortens the suffix vowel (see also REl\OU 1933: (90)). 

Also worthy of mention is the YVic passage (4) noticed by RENOU (1937: 35): 

(4) (TS 5.2.10.3 AKS 20.9:28.9-10 KpS 31.11:158.21-22) 

ddad it sa brahmal;ldnnaf!l. yasyaitd [TS, KS in v.l.] upadhfyiintai I [KS.52 KpS] 
upadhfyanta ili 

'The one for whom these [bricks] shall be put down shall cat brahmal!a-food.' 

The TS has the expected subjunctive upadhiydntai (attested also in the KS in variant 
readings upadhlydntai and upadh~vanta). The indicative form, by contrast, is attested in 
the KS-KpS, and must be secondary. 53 

ef. also coordinated subjunctive and indicative forms in (5): 

(5) (SB 14.9.1.2 = BAuM 6.1.2) 

vettha yathemdb prajab prayatyo vipratipadyantii3y ili < > vettha .vathasau 
loka eVartl bahubhib punab-punab prayddbhir na sa-/ppiiryatii3y 

'''Do you know, how these beings on passing away separate in different 
directions?" < ... > "Do you know, how yonder world does not overfill with the 
many [beings] who continually pass away?".' 

Yet another YVic example of an abnormal passive with a secondarily shortened 
suffix vowel is the form vi~jilayate, attested in KpSP 4.1 :37.3 and KSP 6.2:50.11 (as a 
variant reading) for the correct vi-jilayete (thus emended in ed. RAGHU VIRA in 
accordance with the Ka~haka reading). 

4.1.4. The sporadic loss of -:11- in late Vedic and post-Vedic optatives 

Finally, the tendency to "lighten" the root syllable before the long suffix vowel 
(e) may be responsible for the rise of the irregular third person optative forms built on 
some present stems in -ya-, such as -aset, -set, naset, -nahet55 instead of -asyet, -.Iyel, 
nasyet, nahyet (roots as 'throw', sa 'bind', nas 'perish', nal1 'tie').56 Forms without -y
are attested from the SUtras onwards. We find, for instance (the below list does 110t 

claim to be exhaustive): 

52 V.\. °yantii in the KS. 
53 ef. KEITH (1914: 415, ti1. I): "the subj. in TS. is obviously better than the indic. of KS.·· 
54 Ed. BOHTLlNGK -sGI.nplIryiilai. 

55 Note that in all these forms -y- is dropped after a sibilant. 
56 For -aset, see, in particular, BOHTLlNGK 1896: 249f.; M. LEUMANN 1968: 58. For the attestations of

aset in the Dhanna-Sutras, see BHARADW AJ 1982: 101; for Epic forms. see OBERLlES 2003: 197. with 
fn. 2. 3. 
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abhy-aset Ui~ySS 7.5.18, ApDhS 1.27.8 (- HirDhS 1.7.33 abhy-asyet)57, 

VasDhS 25.4 = BaudhDhS 4.1.22, VasDhS 25.10, ParasSmr. 2.5, MaitrU 
6.23, 

late Up. 

l1y-aset Kath-Sarrk. (cd. SORYAKANTA, p. 141, I. 16), HirSS 22.2.26 

(- 19.19.3 ManSS 10.3.5.22, 11.7.1.62x
, VaikhGS. 

AgnivGS, Vi~l)uSmr., ManuSmr 6.46, YajfiSmr- 2.103,3.35, ParasSmr., 

BhagP 7.12.2458, late Up. 

vi-ny-aset ManSS 11.7.1.6, ManuSmr. 3.226, ParasSmr. 5.16, 5.17, 

A VParis., late Up. 

saf!1-ny-aset AgnivGS, BaudhPS 2.4:7.1 (thus in mss., ed. RAABE emends to 

+oasyeO), VasDhS 10.43x (v.1. san-tyajet), ManuSmr. 6.94 

nir-aset AsSS 1.3.31 

"nos naset Mbh. 

vi-pra-(w.§et Mbh. 

vi-naset BhagP 4.14.1659, Mbh. 

'-inah pari-nahet Mbh. 1.26.19 

adhy-ava-set BaudhSS 21.11:88.18-19, KausS 137.1 

vy-ava-set ManSS 5.2.8.20, Mbh. 

The morphological analysis of these forms is unclear. The form -set is hesitantly 
qualified by WHITNEY (1885 [Roots]: 185) as a class I present formation, but the 
derivation of a class I present from an a root (* sati??) is impossible, and thus -set cannot 
represent anything but an optative of -syati (i.e. +-syet). In the case of the -ya-present 
asya-1i, we find a few instances of non-optative forms without y in late texts (e.g. 
ManuSmr-, Mbh. 3sg.med. Qabhyasate, late Up. 3sg.act. saJ!l-ny-asati; Mbh. lsg.act. 
nasiimi, vy-ava-sami, 3pl.act. vy-ava-santi, etc., see BOHTLlNGK 1896: 249f.; 
M. LEUMANN 1968: 58; OBERLlES 2003: 197, 390, 458, 531), but the obvious 
preponderance of optative forms among attestations of this secondary class I present 
clearly shows that the point for the rise of the present asa_filfe was the 3sg.opt. 
form. The loss of y in compounds has probably been supported by dissimilation 
processes after preverbs in -i (-y before vowels); see M. LEUMANN 1968: 58; Go TO 
1987: 85; OSERLlES 2003: 197. 

4.2. Forms with long suffix vowels and gaps in the paradigms of -yti-passives 
The general tendency to avoid long (closed) syllables before long suffix 

vowels may also explain some remarkable gaps in the paradigms of the -ya-passives in 

57 See RENOU 1947: 193; BHARADWAJ 1982: 101. 
58 See BISWAS 1968: 171. 
59 See BISWAS 1968: 74. 
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the early Vedic period (noticed, for instance, by ARNOLD (1897: 317), JAMISON (1984) 

and HOCK (1985-86); for a detailed discussion, see KUUKOV 2001: While 

present indicative forms properly speaking (i.e. forms with primary endings) are well

attested from the RY onwards, we find in early Yedic only one subjunctive form (RY 

5.31.12 -bhriyiite; see RENou 1937: 7; no subjunctives in the AY) and no optatives at all 

(among the earliest attestations of the passive optatives are vrjyeta and -bhriye/a in the 

young mantra RVKh. 5.7.3.a-yym).60 The defective inventory of the -YC1-passives in 

early Yedic can hardly be explained by semantie reasons.61 Rather, it betrays particular 
morphophonological constraints. Since the stems of -ya-presents were not subject to 

SIEVERS' law (i.e. could not be distracted in **CVCJia-),62 forms with long suffix 

vowels were avoided. Bearing in mind that the suffix vowel is long throughout the 

whole paradigm of subjunctives and optatives, this morphophonological constraint 

could be reinterpreted as a paradigmatic (grammatical) one. Only in the later periods 

(Yedic prose). due to the growing productivity of -yci-passives and to the accompanying 

paradigmatic pressure, have subjunctives and optatives been added to the paradigm;63 

but even at that period the aforementioned prosodic tendency triggers the irregular 
SUbjunctives discussed in Section 4.1.2-3. 

5. Related phenomena in Vedic and Indo-European 

5.1. Length vacillation in compounds 

The correlation between the length of the root and suffix vowels. particularly, in 

the phonological context -IYV-, is not an isolated phenomenon in Sanskrit. A similar 

tendency may account for the secondary changes of the vowel length in compounds, 

noticed by E. LEUMANl'i more than 100 years ago (1896). LWMANN has drawn attention 

to the fact that the final vowels of the first element of some compounds can be shortened 

before consonant clusters and/or before long vowels, cf prthivi-,s!hd RV, senani
griima~1yau TS, iir(la-vdbhi RY (but iir(liio MS), ete, See also W ACKERNAGEL 1889; 

WACKERNAGEL 1905 [AiG IIIl]: 134f., §56e; BLOOMFIELD & EDGERTON 1932 

[Yed, Yar. II]: 252fT. For a detailed discussion of the length vacillation in compounds in 

Yedic prose (particularly, in the Kathaka). see OBERLlES 1990: 149-153 and 162f.: as 
OBERLlES (1990: 162, note 17) points out, here may also belong the cases of the 

secondary shortening of the stem vowel before the dual ending -bhyiim, as in KS hanu-

60 Note, incidentally, that two of these infrequent forms outside the present tense paradigm 
speaking. i.e. -bhriyc'i/e and -bhr(veta, are built on the stem -bhriy[aJ-, which. unlike m05t other 
stems, exhibits a short root syllable. 

61 A priori, one might assume the rarity of passive imperatives which is indeed the case - on the 
assumption that one cannot "0 r d e r someone to do something that is by nature automatic, neither 
requiring nor allowing intentions or effort" (JAMISON 1989: 62). This constraint does not hold, 
however, for other non-indicative moods. 

62 See e.g. SEEBOLD 1972: 287fL ICKLER 1976: 123. 
63 Since subjunctives and optatives are lacking only for -ya-passives, but do occur in the system of the 

ya-presents with root accentuation (class IV, ef. pasyeta RV 10.117.5, prali pasyasai AV 3.4.3, 
manyethc'im RV 3.58.4, 8.26.5, manyate RV 10.27.11, Ylidhyai RV 4.18.2, risyc'iti RV 10.97.11, etc.), 
one may assume that the place oflhe accent could also be a relevant feature. 
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bhyilm (~ TS himu-bhyilm), KS srofli-bhyam (~ TS .fr6(lf-bhylim); see also 
WACKERNAGEL 1930 [AiG Ill]: 54f., §21 bP. 

5.2. Lengthenings before short syllables 

On the other hand, there is also some evidence for a "twin" tendency. i.e. the 
lengthening of short vowels before single consonants and short vowels, foremost in 
certain phonological contexts. In Section 1.2 I briefly discussed the secondary 
lengthening ofi in the -ya-stems built on q. roots (hrfyamil~1G- for hriyamilfla- etc.). The 
generalization of this tendency (probably operating together with some other 
mechanisms) may account for the obligatory lengthening of i and 11 before the present 
suffix -ya- (in passives and denominatives).64 The same tendency may be responsible 
for the vowel length in the reduplication syllable of the causative aorist of the type 
ajfjanat (jfjana-. biibudha-, etc.) and for the shortening of the originally long root 
vowel, as in arfradhama (..Jradh), avIvasal (..Jvih'), in accordance with the trochaic 
pattern - v; see, for instance. WHITNEY 1889: 309f; WACKERNAGEL 1889: 18 

Kl. Schr. n, 914J; M. LEUMAN1\ 1962. The same explanation may hold true for some 
perfect forms (cf pIpivcifJ1h tiitujiina- / tatujiina-, dtdaya- / didaya-, impv. dfdihi I 
didfhi etc. 

Another phonological context which seems to be rather sensitive to this tendency 
is the open syllable before ~ (and probably also h). Here, again, we arrive at the trochaic 
pattern, ef. aor.part. rf~ant- (attested also with the short root vowel: ri!jant-) ~ pres. 
ri!fya- fi

; caus. da~ayati pres. du~ya-I'; snfhC711- 'snot' ~ snihya-I' 'stick, be sticky' 
(HOFFMA~N 1965: 21ff. Aufs. 2, 451ff.]), etc.; see also WACKER~AGEL 1896 [AiG I]: 
92f.; KUIPER 1934: 224, fn. 4; RENOU 1952: 43; KULIKOV 1999: 232, fn. 14 (with bibL). 

5.3. Parallel phenomena in Ancient Greek 

To conclude the discussion of the evidence from Indo-European, one should 
mention similar phenomena attested in Ancient Greek - as it seems, at a much larger 
scale than in Vedic. Already F. de SAUSSURE (1884) formulated a "loi rythmique de la 
langue grecque", according to which, originally, Greek could not have sequences of 
three short syllables. This law accounts, in particular, for the rise of such forms as 
VXc""[llY0<; +- *VXc·tayo:;, --,nllPETI]<; <- *-"TCcPE""[llS, --,ncopoqnoc; <- *-.nopo(ptOc;; for a 
detailed discussion, see W ACKERNAGEL 1889. 

64 Of particular significance is the evidence furnished by the denominatives built on the Cl-stems. As 
iNSLER (1997) has demonstrated, the stem vowel is lengthened after a short syllable (cf. but 
remains short after a long syllable (devllydnt-). 
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6. Chronological remarks 

The fact that we meet instances of the sholtening (lightening) of the root syllable 
before long suffix vowels both in the oldest Vedic texts (RV and A V) and in the late 
Vedic and post-Vedic period (Siltras, Epic Sanskrit) immediately poses the problem of 
the chronology of the phonological processes in question. As it seems, we are 
confronted with a rather weak but quite stable tendency, which has survived up to the 
very end of the Old Indo-Aryan period. The cases of the lightening of the root syllable in 
the SUtras and post-Vedic texts, as in -aset, even plead for the existence of a similar 
tendency in Middle Indo-Aryan (at least in some dialects), when the red action of the 
relevant texts was completed (see, in particular. ChI. WERBA apud OBERLlES 1990: 163, 
note 29). 

Closely related to the chronological issue is yet another question: is the length 
vacillation dependent on the character of the text or not? It is often assumed that the 
length vacillation is limited to the metrical texts and does not represent any linguistic 
reality of the contemporary living language (see e.g. WACKERNAGEL 1889: 20 [= 
Kt. Schr. H, 916]). This holds true. indeed, for several phenomena typical for Vedic 
hymns, such as lengthening in auslaut (ycitrcl, krdht, etc.) or length vacillation in forms 
like didihildidihi. Yet, the rich collection of examples from Vedic prose (cf. .I'rlya
I sriye-, yajnzva-I yajiiiya-, asya-I ase-, etc.) shows that this tendency, albeit widely 

used for metrical purposes, holds for non-metrical texts, too. 

7. Typological parallels 

All the correlations discussed above can be put in a broader perspective, as a 
consequence of the general tendency to reach a certain balance of syllable length within 
word boundaries and, in particular, to avoid the accumulation of long vowels and/or 
heavy syllables. In general, such a tendency should not be regarded as limited to the 
poetic texts and appears quite natural from the prosodic point of view. 

7.1. The Balto-Fennic-Saami consonant gradation 

In my view, a typological parallel with this phenomenon (albeit incomplete in 
some respects) is thc Balto-Fennic-Saami consonant gradation, or, to be more precise. 
some of the paradigmatic alternations which he long here. A few examples relevant for 
our discussion are given in (6): 

(6) Finnish 

Finnish 

Saami 

Finnish 

nom.sg. tyttd nom.pI. tytdt 'girl'; 

nom.sg. kukka gen.sg. kukan, eIative sg. kukasta 'flower'; 

nom.sg. namma elative sg. namast 'name'; 

nom.sg. jalka - gen.sg. jaian, eIative sg. jalasta 

(for further examples and detailed discussion, see GORDON 1997). 
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I am not going to discuss the various diachronic explanations of this 
phenomenon (see GORDON, op.cit.). Here I will only draw attention to the fact that at 
least one of the possible synchronic interpretations of the alternations above (tt f. kk
k, mm - rn, lk l) can be formulated as parallel to that suggested for the secondary 
shortenings and lengthenings in Vedic. Specifically, on the assumption that closed 
syllables are heavier than open ones, the consonant gradation as in (6) can be regarded 
as resulting from the phonological process which makes the penultimate syllable open 
(= less heavy) if the last syllable becomes closed (= heavier), in accordance with the 
pattern Closed Open I Open + Closed: tyt.tO ty.t6t. kuk.ka ku.kan, nam.ma 
na.mast,jal.ka - ja.tan. 

7.2. Iambic lengthening 

Another phenomen which is concerned with the vowel length balance within a 
word is the 'iambic lengthening', attested, in particular, in a number of Amerindian 
languages (see HA YES 1995: 205f. for examples and discussion). Together with some 
other parameters, such as stress and position in word, the metrical scheme of a word 
determines changes in vowel length. For instance, the even-numbered light (= short 
open) syllables become heavy in sequences such as -.:. u c: v (cf. Hixkaryana owto-hona 
--> 6wto-ho:na 'to the village'), -.:. v c: v c: v c: v (cr. Hixkaryana tohkUl}e-hona-ha.~aka 

t6hkw}e:-honii:-hasii:ka 'finally to Tohkurye'), v v v (er. Choktaw pisali -'> pisa:li 
'I u u u v " u (cf Choktaw cihabinacili -> ciha:bina:Cili 'I you a present'). 
Note that the vowel lengthening in Hixkaryana does not depend on the stress in 
dissyllabic words consisting of two short syllables (CVCV), cf. kwaya --> bva:ya 'red 
and green macaw', tuna --> {u:na 'water'. This lengthening does not operate in 
(C)VCCV words (i.e. in the closed syllable), such as arko 'take it'. 

7.3. Phonological patterning in Yidij1 

Finally, the most striking parallel with the Vedic phenomena discussed above 
occurs in the Australian aboriginal language Yidij1. In accordance with the permitted 
phonological patterning described by DIXON (1977: 40-42), two long vowels must be 
separated by a short syllable, as e.g. in magi:rilJa:ldaJlu:n 'climb Up-ASPECT-COMIT
COMING-DAT.SUBORD', burwa:liljli:lna 'jump-GOlNG-COMIT-PURP'. In the cases where 
this constraint is violated, i.e. two long vowels appear one after another, one of them is 
obligatorily shortened, as, for instance, in bargandacfj.Jl * barganda. cfj.Jl (a form of 
the verb barganda-n 'pass bi); see DIXON 1977: 74-76. 
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Abbreviations KatySS Katyayana-Srallta-Siltra 

Kall~GS Kall~Ttaka-Grhya-Sntra 

AB A itareya-Brahmar.la KallsS Kallsika-Sutra 

A.gnivGS A.gnivesya-Grhya-SUtra KB Kall(>Ttaki-Brahmana 

A.pDhS A.pastamba-Dharma-Sutra KpS Kapisthala-Ka~ha-Sarrh ita 

APrayaSc. Atharvaprayascittani KS Kathaka( -Sarrhita) 

A.pSS A.pastamba-Srallta-Sutra LatySS Ui!yayana-Srallta-Siltra 

A.sGS A.svalayana-Grhya-SUtra ManSS Manava-Srallta-SiItra 

A.pastamba-Srallta-Satra ManllSmr Manu-Smrti 

A.nSS AnandasramasalTlsk[ta- Mbh. Maha-Bharata 
grantha-vali~ 

MaitrU Maitri (Maitr!), (ii.nandasrama SalTlsk[ta 
Series). Maitrayar:ta, Maitrayar:tTya 

AV Atharvaveda 
UpanL'iad 

AVP AV, Paippalada recension 
MS Maitrayar:tT Sambita 

AVParis. The Parisi~!as of the AV 
NidanaS Nidana-Sutra 

AVS A V, SallnakIya recension 
Or. Orissa mss. (of A VP) 

BalldhGS Balldhayana-Grhya-Sutra 
ParasSmr· Parasara-Smrti 

BalldhPS Baudhayana-Pitrmedha-
Pal). Pal.lini (AstadhyayI) 

Sutra PB Pancavirrsa-Brahmana 

BaudhSS Baudhayana-Srauta-Sutra Pp. Padapatha 

BhagP Bhagavata-Pural)a RV B-gveda 

BharGS Bharadvaja-Gfhya-Siltra RVKh. B-gveda-Khilani 

BharSS Bharadvaja-Srauta-Sutra SB(M) Satapatha-Brahmar:ta 

Br. Brahmar:tas 
(Madhyandina 

recension) 
ChU Chandogya-Upani~ad SBK Satapatha -B rahlllal.la, 
DevatarlhB Devatadhyaya-Brahlllar:ta Kal)va recension 

DrahyGS Drahyayal)a-Grhya-Siltra SGS SliJlkhayana-Gr hya-Sutra 

DrahySS Drahyayana-Srauta-Siltra SSS Sallkhayana-Srallta-Sutra 

Ep. Epic Sanskrit SrSu. Srallta-Siltras 

GB Gopatha-Brahlllal)a su. Sutras 

HirDhS HiraQyakesi-Dharma-Sutra SV Samaveda 

HirSS Hiral)yakesi-Srauta-Siitra SVB Samavidhana-Brahmar?a 

18 laiminlva-Brahmana . . TA. Taittirlya-A.ranyaka 

JSS JaiminTya-Srauta-Siitra TB Tai ttirTya- B rah mal/a 

KaivalyaU Kaivalya-Upanisad TS Taittirtya-Sarrhita 

Kashm. Kashmir ms. (of AVP) Up. Upanisads 

KathA Ka!ha-A.ranyaka VadhS Vadhu]a-Sutra 

Kath-Sarr k. Ka!haka-Sarrka lana VaikhGS Vaikhanasa-Grhya-SLitra 
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VaikhSS 

VaitS 

VarSS 

VasDhS 

Vi~l!uSmr. 

VS 

YajfiSmr, 

YV 

Leonid Kulikov 

Vaikhanasa-Srauta-Sutra 

VaiHina-Sutra 

Varaha-Srauta-SGtra 

Vasi~tha-Dharma-Sutra 

Vil?l!u-Smrti 

Vajasaneyi-Sarphita 

Yajfiavalkya-Smrti 

Yaj urveda( -Sarph ita) 

(= vs, MS, KS, KpS, TS) 
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